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Today we use the basic equations of neural networks with such familiarity that we often don’t think about 
the many assumptions that go into them. This may be due to the much greater acceptance of neural 
networks now than when these equations were introduced 20 to 40 years ago, when they represented a 
radical paradigm shift. Having had the privilege of introducing several of these equations into the literature, I 
thought it might be of interest to review the conceptual foundations on which they are based, partly because 
the full implications of these hypotheses have still not been fully exploited. 
 
One such equation is the learning law for an adaptive weight or long-term memory trace z(t) (also 
sometimes denoted by w(t) or m(t)):  
 
    dz /dt = f (x)[− Az + g(y)], 
 
where x is the activity of a presynaptic (or postsynaptic) cell, y is the activity of a postsynaptic (or 
presynaptic) cell, and z is the adaptive weight at the synapse of an intervening pathway, or axon. This 
apparently simple equation was, for example, used to introduce Self-Organizing Maps (Grossberg, 1976a, 
1976b, 1978; Kohonen, 1982, 1984), Adaptive Resonance Theory (Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987; 
Grossberg, 1976c, 1980), and Counter Propagation networks (Grossberg, 1976b; Hecht-Nielsen, 1987), 
among other models, and variants of it have been used to model neurophysiological data about the 
hippocampus and visual cortex (e.g., Artola and Singer, 1993; Levy, Brassel, and Moore, 1983; Levy and 
Desmond, 1985; Singer, 1983), among other structures. 
 
Although the equation is mathematically simple, it represented a radical break with a number of traditions in 
psychology, neuroscience, and artificial intelligence when I first derived it as a student in 1958. The size of 
this break helps to explain why the equation, and variants thereof, took a decade to get published in the 
scientific literature (e.g., Grossberg, 1969a, 1969b, 1972c, 1974) — but that it another story — and why it 
took more than a decade more to start being used frequently in the neural network literature, where it goes 
by such varied names as the outstar learning law, the instar learning law, the gated steepest descent law, 
Grossberg learning, Kohonen learning, and mixed Hebbian/anti-Hebbian learning. I will use the 
mathematically most descriptive term, gated steepest descent, to discuss it below. 
 
At least four major hypotheses, or research themes, are embodied by the gated steepest descent law: 
 
l. Real-Time Processing. When gated steepest descent was first introduced, the very fact that it was 
represented by a differential equation was considered highly controversial. This was so, in part, because 
most researchers of mind, brain, and artificial intelligence were not familiar with thinking about how learning 
evolves in an individual learning subject (or system) moment-by-moment in real time. Resistance from many 
experimentalists was great because they were not comfortable thinking in terms of models at all, let alone 
models that used mathematics in a substantive way. Such resistance still exists today, but with the advent of 
the connectionist cognitive science and computational neuroscience movements, it has abated in the 
intervening years. I have elsewhere written about some of the historical factors that, I believe, contributed to 
the ferocity of this resistance by experimentalists for almost a century (e.g., Grossberg, 1980, Section 1; 
Grossberg, 1982b, Introduction; Grossberg 1988, Sections 1–5). 
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Resistance was particularly great from practitioners of Artificial Intelligence, whose emphasis on symbolic 
processing by a serial computer was carried to an almost religious fervor in those days. Many neural 
network researchers are now aware how the opposition of the AI researchers Marvin Minsky and Seymour 
Papert to Perceptrons inhibited the development and acceptance of all neural network ideas for two 
decades. These AI researchers did not understand that neural networks could be used to learn how 
symbols form using a continuous description of the learning process. By now, AI has also begun to 
incorporate neural networks into its research program, and various new algorithms synthesize concepts from 
neural networks, expert production systems, and even fuzzy logic. One such algorithm is Fuzzy ARTMAP 
(Carpenter et al., 1992). It is thus no longer possible to credibly argue that neural networks can just do A 
and expert production systems can just do B, where A and B have disjoint capabilities.  
 
Resistance was also great from other behavioral and neural modelers. In psychology, the reigning learning 
model at the time was the Stimulus Sampling Theory of William Estes (e.g., Atkinson and Estes, 1963). This 
theory used finite Markov chains to describe learning as a process by which abstract stimulus features are 
transformed from an unlearned state to a learned state by a “stimulus sampling operation”. Here the 
emphasis was on statistical data from groups of subjects learning in discrete time, and not on learning by an 
individual subject in real time. This movement ultimately hit a brick wall because of this limited perspective. 
Many respected neural modelers also used discrete time models, particularly those whose models grew out 
of linear algebra, as in the early models of Jim Anderson and Teuvo Kohonen. 
 
In my own work, a real-time network framework was identified, after an intense intellectual struggle, to 
explain data about human and animal learning. One early analysis focused upon how associations are 
learned among events that occur sequentially in time, a process that is of equal importance in biology and 
technology. Even in the 1950’s, there were plentiful data about how such learning occurs in humans and 
animals. I was particularly drawn to the bowed serial position curve of human verbal learning and animal 
discrimination learning. This bow says that, when a list of events is learned under appropriate conditions, 
associations near the beginning and end of the list are easiest to learn, and those near the middle are hardest 
to learn, much as we can often more easily remember how sequences of events begin and end, whereas the 
details in the middle may be muddled. Incorrect learned associations near the beginning of the list tend to be 
learned in the forward direction in time, whereas incorrect associations near the end of the list tend to be 
learned in the backward direction in time (!). In addition, the distribution of these learning errors depends 
upon the rate with which the events are presented.  
 
Analyzing how “time” could run both forwards and backwards, and how learned errors could be distributed 
across many list events in both the forwards and backwards directions forced me into a continuous time 
description of learning dynamics within a neural network (e.g., Grossberg, 1969c; Grossberg and Pepe, 
1971), which represented a radical break with classical ideas about the internal representation of space and 
time; see Grossberg (1974, Section II; 1982a) for reviews. At about the same time, I realized that same 
laws could also explain a lot of data about animal learning, both classical (or Pavlovian) learning and 
instrumental (or Skinnerian) learning (e.g., Grossberg, 1971, 1972a, 1972b, 1975). Both types of learning, 
moreover, used variants of gated steepest descent. 
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The fact that both cognitive data from humans and reinforcement data from animals could be explained by 
the same set of laws motivated me to derive them from general principles; e.g., Grossberg (1972b; 1974, 
Section II). I called this model the Additive Model because it adds up nonlinear contributions to the neuron 
activity. The Additive Model was used for many applications since the 1960’s, including the introduction of 
Self-Organizing Maps (see below). Because new contributors to the field often entered it without ever 
reading its formative literature, they sometimes misname this model the “continuous Hopfield model”, after 
Hopfield’s first use of it in 1984 (Hopfield, 1984), despite the fact that the Liapunov function for this model 
had also earlier been discovered and generalized (e.g., Cohen and Grossberg, 1983) based on global 
Liapunov methods that I introduced in the 1970’s; see Grossberg (1988, Section 9) for a review. I 
therefore think that the term Additive Model best reflects the history leading to this model. 
 
Many neural modelers even today have not squarely faced key issues about real-time learning. In particular, 
real-time learning laws cannot achieve their maximum power unless they are embedded within architectures 
which enable learning to remain stable through time, free from catastrophic forgetting, particularly when the 
amount of data becomes large and can change its statistical properties through time. The popular and useful 
Back Propagation and Self-Organizing Map models do not have this property. In my own work, this 
realization came forcefully to me in the early 1970’s through the following events. In the 1960’s and early 
1970’s, I showed that one needed to combine associative and competitive processes to get good real-time 
learning results; e.g., Grossberg (1972c). Even this was highly nonobvious in those days. von der Malsburg 
then adapted the Additive Model that I used in Grossberg (1972c) to introduce the first Self-Organizing 
Map (von der Malsburg, 1973). This was, of course, a major contribution. As I have reviewed elsewhere 
(e.g., Grossberg, 1987), Malsburg’s model was, however, neither real-time nor local. Based on my earlier 
theorems about associative learning and on-center off-surround feedback networks, I was able to show in 
Grossberg (1976a, 1976b, 1978a) how to define real-time and local Self-Organizing Maps, and 
mathematically proved various of their properties (e.g., Baysian tracking of feature density and self-
normalization by the adaptive weights) that are still used today. I also generalized the scope of the model 
from Malsburg’s famous example of self-organized orientation maps in visual cortex to maps that could 
categorize arbitrary data structures as part of a process of “universal recoding”. 
 
After deriving these positive results, however, I showed, by example, how easily the learned map categories 
could be destabilized in a dense and changing input environment. Adaptive Resonance Theory was 
introduced to self-stabilize the learning of these maps (e.g., Grossberg, 1976c, 1978a, 1980). A lot of work 
has since been done (e.g., Carpenter and Grossberg, 1991) to build ever-stronger ART models, but many 
researchers are still working with models whose learning becomes unstable when it takes place in an 
information-rich world whose statistical rules can change through time. I believe that the time is ripe to 
incorporate self-stabilizing mechanisms more broadly into our learning architectures, in order to more fully 
realize the promise of real-time processing.  
 
2. Nonlinear Processing. The gated steepest descent law is also nonlinear. Many people were, at first, 
opposed to using nonlinear processing. One notable example concerned the Brain-State-in-a-Box (BSB) 
model of Anderson et al. (1977). Jim Anderson had always tried to keep his models as linear as possible, 
starting with his linear associator models. I very much shared this perspective, because I believed that one 
should always derive the simplest, indeed the minimal, model that is consistent with the task at hand. In this 
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spirit, my derivations of the Additive Model emphasized the need to keep the model as linear as possible; 
e.g., Grossberg (1974, Section IIE). 
 
On the other hand, many models introduced insufficient nonlinearity to achieve crucial computational 
properties. For example, the BSB model amplified noise as part of its effort to carry out a winner-take-all 
operation. I had earlier proved how to design a winner-take-all network that suppressed noise (Grossberg, 
1973), and critiqued the BSB model accordingly (Grossberg, 1978b). My network combined the shunting 
nonlinearity of neuronal membrane equations with on-center off-surround feedback interactions. Using this 
network, I also proved how to get another property that BSB could not achieve; namely, the property of 
partial contrast (what Kohonen called “bubbles” a decade later) by using a sigmoid signal function. This 
property was used to get the ordering property of Self-Organizing Maps. Such experiences made me realize 
that introducing the right nonlinearities could be crucial for achieving important computational properties. 
 
Over the past 30 years, mathematical theorems have demonstrated how carefully chosen nonlinear 
feedback processes can generate basic properties like noise suppression, automatically gain-controlled 
normalization, winner-take-all or partial choice, stable learning, unbiased associative pattern learning, fast 
synchronous processing, and the like. Despite successes of this kind, many researchers in the field still do 
not use enough nonlinear feedback in their work. That is one reason, I believe, why many researchers still 
use learning models that suffer catastrophic forgetting. Without an appropriate type of nonlinear top-down 
learned feedback, one cannot escape this instability in response to a nonstationary input environment. Many 
behavioral and brain data are now implicating a particular type of ART top-down feedback circuit to 
achieve this goal; see Chey et al. (1997), Gove et al. (1995), Grossberg (1995, 1997), and Grossberg and 
Merrill (1996) for some recent uses of this circuit. This convergence suggests that a simple type of top-
down on-center off-surround feedback circuit may provide a lot of additional computational power. 
 
3. Parallel Processing and Stimulus Sampling. The gated steepest descent law embodies a type of 
“stimulus sampling” operation that enables cells to selectively process information only when they are 
sufficiently active. When I introduced this concept into the neural network literature, I had been motivated in 
part by the work of Estes and his colleagues on Stimulus Sampling Theory. In addition, analyses of many 
learning situations made it clear that a sampling operation was essential in order to achieve effective parallel 
processing of information in real time. Without such an operation, too many cells could unselectively learn 
about events with which they were not temporally correlated. Many cognitive science and AI practitioners 
thought, instead, in terms of serial processing, and this slowed down the acceptance of a sampling operation 
that could achieve task-dependent selectivity in a parallel processing environment.  
 
At least two implications of this type of parallel processing are still of current interest: synchronization and 
the microanatomy of associative learning. The synchrony issue is discussed in Section 4. The microanatomy 
issue concerns the need to dissociate read-out of previously learned information from a synapse, and read-
in of new information to the synapse. The nonlinear sampling function f(x) of the learning law is necessary, 
but not sufficient, to achieve this dissociation. Such a dissociation is needed to prevent learning from being 
destabilized by a flood of irrelevant signals and noise in a complex parallel processing environment. In 
particular, I claim that a network should be designed to read-out information whenever the presynaptic 
signals are strong enough, but to read-in information only after it has undergone a context-sensitive 
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cooperative-competitive decision process. The case of Self-Organizing Maps provides a classical example 
of this. Other examples include reinforcement learning. In various of these examples, I predicted that 
retrograde spikes from cell bodies to their dendrites could be used as a teaching signal (e.g., Grossberg, 
1975, Figure 24; Grossberg, 1982b, Figure 16; Grossberg and Merrill, 1992; Grossberg and Schmajuk, 
1987). The basic idea is that local read-outs of learned associations from synapses onto cell dendrites get 
accumulated at the cell bodies, which then interact via cooperative-competitive feedback processing across 
the whole network of cells. The winning cells can then deliver the most effective retrograde spikes up their 
dendritic trees to trigger further learning at their dendritic synapses. Recent data have tended to support this 
prediction (Christie, Magee, and Johnston, 1996), and how this process is accomplished by the brain is a 
topic of great current interest in experimental neuroscience. I believe that using the read-in-out dissociation 
property can also help to stabilize learning in a parallel processing environment. 
 
The dissociation property has been implicitly used since the introduction of gated steepest descent, without 
making explicit use of dendritic spikes. This has typically been achieved by realizing the learning process 
algorithmically, rather than in real time. For example, the instar version of the law (where x represents 
postsynaptic activity and y presynaptic activity) enables cells which survive a competitive process to sample 
only the input patterns that enabled them to win the competition. The outstar version of the law (where x 
represents presynaptic activity and y postsynaptic activity) then enables an active cell to learn and recall a 
distributed pattern of sampled information. The instar law was used to define a Self-Organizing Map in 
Grossberg (1976a, 1976b, 1978a) and Kohonen (1982, 1984). The outstar law has been used even longer 
for associative learning, including learning of temporally occurring sequences of events (e.g., Grossberg, 
1969c) and learning of spatially distributed information (e.g., Grossberg, 1968, 1969b). Both laws were 
brought together to learn “counter propagation” maps in Grossberg (1976b) to show how “universal 
recoding” (viz., mapping from an arbitrary m-dimensional input to an arbitrary n-dimensional output via a 
learned category node) could be achieved. Hecht-Nielsen (1987) later gave the counter propagation model 
its name, generalized it to a version with feedback, and used it to work out some interesting applications.  
 
The difference between the dates 1976 and 1987 is of historical interest, because in the interim, Rumelhart, 
Hinton, and Williams published their article on back propagation, which had earlier been discovered at 
various times by Shun-Ichi Amari, Paul Werbos, and David Parker. Many advocates of backpropagation 
claimed that earlier neural networks could not learn such maps. As with so many other claims about the field 
at this time, this one was also incorrect. In fact, the instar and outstar laws were also both used to introduce 
ART (e.g., Grossberg, 1976c and later, Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987). Here the instar law learns the 
bottom-up adaptive filter weights and the outstar law learns the top-down expectation weights. In my 1976 
“universal recoding” papers (Grossberg, 1976b, 1976c), the basic idea was to use instars and outstars in an 
ART module to learn a self-stabilizing category map in response to m-dimensional input vectors, and then to 
use the stable category nodes to sample and learn n-dimensional output vectors using outstars.  
 
When I first introduced gated steepest descent in the 1960’s (e.g., Grossberg, 1969b; 1974, Section VI), I 
described it as “perfect memory until recall” learning, since it allows memory to remain unchanged until a 
sampling gate opens, whereupon learning and forgetting can resume. This idea helped to explain how 
memories can last so long without a loss of future plasticity. It was my first example of how to deal with the 
stability-plasticity dilemma.. This issue raised the question of how to design an architecture in which the 
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learning gate does not open at inappropriate times, which could cause catastrophic forgetting. This road led 
to ART as well as to the read-in-out dissociation property. It provides a good example, I think, of how a 
simple learning equation can force one to think about more global architectural issues, that are still being 
worked out today, 30 years after the law was introduced. 
 
4. Spatial Pattern Learning and Synchronization. Gated steepest descent fully made sense to me only 
after I had proved some theorems showing that “the unit of long-term memory is a spatial pattern”; in other 
words, that the functional unit of learning, both in the instar and outstar modes, is a distributed pattern of 
activation across a network, and that network design should be aimed at controlling the transformation of 
these distributed patterns through time. This mathematical result grew out of the intuition that the brain is 
designed to achieve behavioral success, and that the functional processing units that determine behavioral 
success are often distributed activation patterns. It is hard now to express how radical this idea seemed in 
the late 1950’s when I started using it to model human and animal learning data. It took until the 1960’s for 
me to rigorously prove that the functional unit is a distributed activation pattern, both during both temporal 
learning (e.g., Grossberg, 1969c) and spatial learning (e.g., Grossberg, 1968, 1969b). This fact is now 
taken so much for granted that many people seem not to realize that it was considered a major discovery 
not so very long ago. Perhaps partly for that reason, even today various of its implications have not been 
fully developed. 
 
One implication of the fact that distributed spatial patterns are the units of learning is that synchronous 
processing is needed to define these patterns. This issue was raised already in the 1960’s by my theorems 
on associative pattern learning and was discussed in terms of “order-preserving limit cycles” in the first ART 
paper (Grossberg, 1976c). How synchronous processing is achieved in the brain is still a topic of great 
current interest both experimentally (e.g., Eckhorn et al., 1988; Gray and Singer, 1989) and in models 
(e.g., Baldi and Meir, 1990; Eckhorn et al., 1989; Grossberg and Somers, 1991; Grunewald and 
Grossberg, 1997; Konig and Schillen, 1991; Terman and Wang, 1995). 
 
Another implication of spatial processing is that the same learning law should incorporate both Hebbian and 
non-Hebbian properties, as has been increasingly supported by neural data during the past fifteen years. 
Hebbian learning only allows adaptive weights to increase; this leads to either weight saturation or explosion. 
Anti-Hebbian learning only allows adaptive weights to decrease; this eventually leads to a collapse of 
processing. The gated steepest descent law allowed adaptive weights to either increase or decrease in order 
to track the activation pattern while the sampling source was active. Although this law was available when 
von der Malsburg was introducing his version of the Self-Organizing Map, he used instead a purely Hebbian 
learning law. It was this choice that led him to give up real-time and local processing in order to learn the 
map. Restoring this law was one of the steps that enabled me to define a real-time local Self-Organizing 
Map. 
 
The selection of a learning law thus needs to be done in parallel with the design of the information processing 
architecture in which it lives. This proposal runs counter to beliefs that are still held in cognitive science and 
AI, wherein it is often thought that an information processing architecture can be designed first, and that 
learning can be tacked on later. Many examples now show that learning laws which might be suitable in one 
type of architecture might be the wrong laws for a different type of architecture. For example, the learning 
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laws for sensory and cognitive processes, as in the ART model (e.g., Carpenter and Grossberg, 1987), are 
often computationally complementary to the learning laws for spatial and motor processes, as in the VAM 
model (Gaudiano and Grossberg, 1991). This conclusion is also contrary to the belief that a single type of 
learning architecture, such as Back Propagation or Self-Organizing Maps, can be adapted to solve all of our 
problems. Thinking deeply about the conceptual foundations that support each of our equations — in 
particular, knowing and understanding the intellectual struggles that led to their discovery — can help us to 
better define their appropriate uses and limits, as well as to discover the additional concepts that will be 
needed to make further progress in our work. I hope that the above review has clarified how issues raised 
by the steepest descent learning law are still being developed, more than 30 years after its discovery. 
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